Thursday, March 8, 2012 Safety Committee Meeting

Members:

Haywood Brown*                                        Stephen Green *
Craig Dawson*                                          Tyson Hill*
Dan O’Brien *                                          Bev Alexander *
Kathy Andersen                                          John Duke*
Marco Calavita                                          Jerry Uhlig
Alan Snyder                                             Michael Hazen
Pat Parson*                                             Frank Nides*

* Asterisks signify members in attendance.

Reminder MEETING TIME:
The next Safety Committee meeting will be held on Thursday April 12, 2012 from 8:30am to 9:30am in Schulz 1121

Items Discussed:

• Health inspection went well and only minor problems were noted. Example: some pool gates were sticking so they have been lubricated.

• Student Center construction continues to be on schedule. The last pedestrian issues were resolved by sealing up the small gaps that people were squeezing through to walk through construction site.

• Two issues brought forth by Facilities Sub-safety Committee will be addressed.
  o Carts are driving at high speeds through pedestrian areas of Art, Carson, and Nicholas. Campus is looking for guidance from Alternative Transportation Committee on determining safe cart routes so campus map that identifies acceptable routes may be published on website.
  o To more assertively apply food policy to meet Sonoma County Health standards. So far campus has been lucky in limiting the number of illnesses related to the mishandling of food. The typical way campus finds out about being out of compliance is when someone gets sick and thinks about the food they ate that was not prepared by Dining Services or prepackaged. All food served to the general public must meet Serve Safe standards and the distribution overseen by Serve Safe certified staff. It is acceptable for small groups to cook and serve their own food since they are sharing food at their own risk. In order to improve safety, campus will investigate any scheduled facility that has outside food containers left behind to educate the group which may also result in fines.

• Right after Commencement repairs will begin using the pathways repair list.